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SUBJECTS
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Abstract. This paper has two goals. First, it provides a solution to an important and
particularly recalcitrant problem regarding non-control infinitival complements of
derived nouns, which have been argued to provide independent motivation for the
retention of the EPP in T. Second, it presents an unnoted problem regarding the
elimination of the EPP in infinitival complements of underived nouns, proposing an
analysis for them that need not appeal to the EPP in T. To reach these goals, this paper
appeals to: (i) an approach to null complementizers as affixes that require specific kinds
of hosts, as proposed in Bošković and Lasnik 2003 (building on, but modifying certain
aspects of the foundational analysis in Pesetsky 1991 and Stowell 1981); and (ii) an
argument (based on Ormazabal 1995) that non-control infinitival complements to
nouns are CPs headed by an affixal null C.
1. Introduction
We attempt to provide a solution (without appealing to the EPP) to an important
type of particularly recalcitrant problem—involving non-control infinitival
complements of nouns—that has been argued to provide independent
motivation for the retention of the EPP (Extended Projection Principle) in
T(ense). Such data might be called (part of) the residue of EPP in T. We
appeal to an approach to null complementizers as affixes, originally proposed
by Pesetsky (1991) (also considering proposals in Stowell 1981) and partially
modified by Bošković and Lasnik (2003). We also adopt a hypothesis from
Ormazabal 1995 that non-control infinitival complements of nouns are CPs.
Our central proposal is that certain ungrammatical non-control infinitival
complements to nouns, thought to motivate EPP in T, can be independently
excluded because they are headed by an affixal null C that fails to find an
appropriate host. In section 1 we present what we take to be a crucial
background discussion about the motivation for the EPP. We do not seek to
provide a comprehensive analysis of null complementation in English here, nor
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do we address a number of other important analyses of such phenomena (see,
e.g., Pesetsky & Torrego 2001, 2004; Anderson & Lightfoot 2002; Lightfoot
2002). In particular, we put aside the question whether an approach to null
complementizers requires the adoption of an EPP feature in C.1 Rather, in
section 2 we focus on the unnoted consequences of an approach to null
complementizers as affixes for the possible elimination of the EPP in T. In
section 3, we also present some data of our own regarding null complemen-
tation that we believe has not been noted previously and discuss its relevance to
a theory of null complementizers and syntactic relations within extended clause
structure more generally.
2. On the EPP
2.1 The Mysteriousness of the EPP
It has recently been claimed that the EPP has been…a pervasivemystery since it
was first formulated by Chomsky (1981) (Lasnik 2002:1). We agree. There is
but one general strategy within rational scientific inquiry for overcoming the
postulation of such ill-understood principles: try to clarify them so as to clarify
the predictive content and explanatory depth of the theory. (The methodological
issue ofwhen to address which unclarity is, of course, open to debate.) One form
of clarification is elimination. The mysterious EPP can be clarified to the extent
that it is eliminated. Attempting to eliminate the EPP will, at best, allow us to
deduce the EPP’s properties and effects from independently motivated
mechanisms, regarding the specification of lexical (e.g., morphophonological)
properties and their legitimacy at the interfaces. At worst, the attempt will have
the therapeutic value (Chomsky 1995) of determining which of the EPP’s
properties and effects can (and perhaps cannot) be deduced.
2.2 Unclarities in the Formulation of the EPP
Note, first of all, that the formulation of the EPP raises serious questions.
Originally, it was a configurational requirement, as expressed by a phrase
structure rule, that clauses have a subject (Chomsky 1981). But a problem with
this statement of the EPP is that it represents a form of construction specificity of
just the sort that, for principled reasons, is avoided within the principles and
parameters and, more recently, the minimalist approaches, which seek to reduce
such requirements to features of heads, as locally manipulated by the generative
procedure. This, in turn, is consistent with a derivational minimalist explanation
(see Epstein 1994, 1999; Berwick&Epstein 1995; Epstein et al. 1998; Epstein&
Seely 2002, forthcoming). Indeed, within theminimalist approach ofCategories
and Transformations (Chomsky 1995), the EPP shifts from a requirement on
1 In a different paper (Epstein, Pires & Seely, 2004), we question the postulation of an EPP
feature in (null) C, as implemented by Bošković and Lasnik (2003). See also Contreras 2003 for
critical discussion on the EPP in C.
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clausal structure to a requirement on feature checking; thus it shifts to a
morphosyntactic property. The basic idea is that there is some feature, an EPP
feature,which attracts a DP to specifier position. This attractively subsumes the
EPP under the more general feature checking mechanisms of Case and
agreement. But the problem is that it is unclear just what this EPP feature is:
Categories and Transformations argues that it is a D-feature, whereas it is
suggested in other work (Chomsky 2001) that it is a person feature. Moreover,
once specified, we still have the question of the level of application of the EPP: Is
it derivationally satisfiable (Lasnik 2002)? Is it an Everywhere principle
(Chomsky 1995:123)?2 Or is it (at least) a PF requirement, which, as we argue in
Epstein, Pires, and Seely 2004, might be entailed by Bošković and Lasnik 2003?
Additional problems in the formulation of the EPP arise with the recent
reemergence of the EPP as a structural requirement (see Lasnik 2001 and
Chomsky 2001, 2002). Yet a further issue is that the EPP has been argued to be
neither featural nor configurational but instead a semantic requirement on
theme-rheme or information structure (see Rothstein 1983 and Williams 1980).
This leaves unclear what the formulation of the EPP is. Moreover, its
crosslinguistic status is in question. For example, Alexiadou and Anagnostop-
oulou (1998) argue that the mechanisms by which the EPP is satisfied are
parameterized, whereas others do not assume so. Needless to say, there are also
empirical problems confronting the EPP (e.g., Castillo, Drury&Grohmann 1999,
Epstein & Seely 1999, McCloskey 1997), some of which we will note below.
2.3 Redundancy with Other Principles
The EPP has in its many varying and unclear forms been deemed by various
researchers to be not only mysterious but, to the extent that it is clear, highly
redundant with other principles of Universal Grammar (see Fukui & Speas
1986, Lasnik & Uriagereka 1988, and especially Martin 1999). These include:
(1) a. Obligatory Case discharge theories: requiring subjects of finite T/I
under Spec-head agreement (Fukui & Speas 1986 and Martin 1999)
renders EPP unnecessary/redundant for finite clauses.
b. Spec-head agreement theory, perhaps also requiring subjects in finite
clauses.3
c. Theta theory (Rothstein 1983; see also Epstein & Seely, forth-
coming:chap. 4, extending ideas by Moro 1997 according to which
certain instances of expletive it are in fact predicates).
d. The theory (or theories) of movement, forcing landing sites by
locality (see Chomsky 1975 for Subjacency, and Bošković 2002 for
Minimal Link Condition; and see discussion below).
2 Thanks to Hamid Ouali (p.c.) for pointing this out to us.
3 As pointed out by a reviewer, Case and agreement checking are not redundant with the EPP
under a Probe-Goal Agree relation, whereby Case and agreement on argument DPs can be checked
without movement (Chomsky 2000, 2001).
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e. Null Complementizer theory: we argue here that the EPP is also
rendered redundant over a thus far unnoted domain—namely, EPP-
effects in non-control infinitival complements of underived nouns.
We propose this domain is in fact covered by an approach to null
complementizers as affixes (Bošković & Lasnik 2003, Pesetsky
1991, Ormazabal 1995:chap. 2, 136).
2.4 The Attempt to Eliminate the EPP
Given the unclarity of the EPP, and its apparent redundancy with a number of
independently motivated principles, it seems a worthwhile exploration to try to
eliminate it, consonant with a derivational approach under which we try to
deduce all tree properties from the local combinatorial features of atomic
lexical elements. Of course, we do not claim to have eliminated the EPP, given
that we do not address, for example, clause structure in a range of different
languages (see, e.g., Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 1998). In fact, if
possible human knowledge state is our object of inquiry, we cannot explore
all cases. Rather, we hope to thoughtfully explore the possible elimination of
an empirically unclear principle, which to the extent that it is clear, appears to
be redundant, and moreover incompatible (on some of its many disparate
formulations), with the attempt to explain tree structures by virtue of
formulating a theory containing no tree-based (molecular) structural require-
ments—that is, a generative explanation.
3. A Null Complementizer Approach and Its Possible Role
in the Elimination of the EPP
To address our main points, let us first briefly review the basic properties of the
Bošković andLasnik (2003, hereafter B&L) analysis by examining their account
of simple finite cases of obligatorily overt complementizer phenomena. B&L
propose a theory of null complementizers that assumes, among other things, that:
(2) a. The English lexicon contains null complementizers that are (PF)
affixes, each of which requires specific kinds of lexical hosts.4
b. Affix hopping is PF merger.
c. PF merger requires adjacency at PF.
4 Duk-Ho An (2003) and Noam Chomsky (p.c.) suggest that there may be potential problems
with the claim that there are phonologically null affixes that require a PF host. We do not address
this issue in detail in this paper. Notice, however, that there are other elements that have been taken
to have similar properties. This is the case with the Inflectional head in cases that require do-support
in English, in which do is taken to be inserted to support an affixal inflectional head, even though
the head itself may not be phonologically realized, as in (i) (see, e.g., Chomsky 1957, Lasnik 1999):
(i) They do-pres.pl not live in Chicago.
(ii) *They pres.pl not live in Chicago.
(iii) They live+pres.pl in Chicago.
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B&L account for the ill-formedness of structures such as (3), which lacks
the complementizer that.
(3) *It seemed at that time [CP C [TP David had left]]. (B&L (3a))
They argue that these constitute a stranded affix violation: the null C,
which in this case is by hypothesis an affix that requires a +V host, is
not adjacent to a +V category at PF. Building from this, B&L hypo-
thesize that there are various null Cs, differing in their feature matrix,
and in this way they account for a range of null complementizer
phenomena.5
3.1 A Null Complementizer Approach Readily Extended to Infinitival
Complements of Nominals
In this section we argue that there is an important, but unnoted, consequence
of the approach to null complementizers as affixes, given some of the recent
modifications to this approach in B&L: it allows us to eliminate appeal to the
EPP in T in a domain wherein the retention of the EPP has been argued to be
necessary. Our argument is this: We adopt the independently motivated
hypothesis that non-control infinitival complements are CPs (see Ormazabal
1995:chap. 2 and, for additional discussion, Bošković 1997). Given that, along
with Pesetsky’s (1991) claim that the null C is an affix, we can account for the
likes of (4a) under B&L’s approach, without any appeal to EPP in T to
brutishly force a subject.
(4) a. *The conjecture [ __ to seem that Bill left] is ludicrous.
b. The conjecture [that it seems that Bill left] is ludicrous.
It has been argued that the ill-formedness of (4a) cannot be attributed to the
Inverse Case Filter (i.e., it cannot be due to the appearance of an unvalued
Case feature at LF, since neither the noun conjecture nor the form of to in (4a)
bears Case); and it cannot be attributed to Theta theory (even under VP-
external subject analyses) because the complement of conjecture contains a
raising predicate. Consequently, (4a) is argued to implicate the EPP in T. The
EPP excludes (4a) because there is no subject (at PF). Moreover, if a
subject—for example, an expletive—is inserted so as to satisfy the EPP, that
derivation crashes, because the Case feature of the expletive remains at LF.
However, we will suggest that, given a certain set of assumptions compatible
5 Pesetsky and Torrego (2001, 2004), and Anderson and Lightfoot (2002) propose detailed and
very insightful analyses of a range of different phenomena related to null C. However, both
Pesetsky and Torrego’s and B&L’s analyses rely on an EPP specification for C to account for some
of the relevant phenomena. See An 2004 for possible problems for Pesetsky and Torrego’s
analysis. See Epstein, Pires, and Seely 2004 for possible problems confronting the proposal made
by B&L that (null) C is specified for ±EPP.
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with aspects of the null complementizer approach proposed in B&L, (4a)
violates the Stranded Affix Constraint, as there is an affixal null C in (4a) that
cannot find an appropriate host. The complete analysis is provided below. In
the next section, we summarize Martin’s (1999) analysis of raising infinitival
complements of derived nominals such as belief. We then turn to our main
focus—raising infinitival complements of nouns like conjecture—which to
our knowledge thus far have not been analyzed in a way that is compatible
with the elimination of the EPP.
3.1.1 Is the EPP necessary to exclude non-control infinitival complements
of nominals?
As we noted, Epstein & Seely (1999, 2002, forthcoming) and a number of
other researchers have argued for the possible elimination of appeal to the EPP
in generating A-raising structures (e.g., Fukui & Speas 1986; McCloskey
1997; Martin 1999; Castillo et al. 1999; Boeckx 2000; Grohmann, Drury &
Castillo 2000; Chomsky 2001; and Bošković 2002). One domain where the
attempted elimination of the EPP is problematic concerns non-control
infinitival raising complements of nominals, as in (5).
(5) *The belief [ ___ to seem that [Peter is ill]] upset Mary.
(see Bošković 1997,6 Martin 1999)
Unlike the analogous ungrammatical case with the Accusative-assigning
verb believe appearing in place of belief, here we cannot appeal to
obligatory Case discharge to rule out example (5), given that belief lacks
Case.7 In fact, Lasnik (2002) argues that (5) provides strong motivation for
the EPP. If there is an EPP requirement that the specifier of the lower TP be
filled, and if there is no null expletive in English, then (5) is ruled out as an
EPP violation. To satisfy the EPP, some overt nominal must occupy the spec
of TP position, but then a Case Filter violation results, assuming the
expletive bears unchecked Case in (6) (see Chomsky 1981; Belletti 1988;
Lasnik 1992, 1995; Bošković 1997, 2002; and Epstein & Seely 1999,
forthcoming).
6 Bošković (1997) is the first to argue for the EPP on the basis of examples like (5), and he
provides a more comprehensive paradigm than the one we present here; see Bošković 1997 for
further discussion. Bošković (2002), on the other hand, argues against the EPP but presents (5) as
problematic for the elimination of the EPP. He argues that the cases, besides (5), that purportedly
motivated the EPP are redundantly ruled out by independently motivated principles of the
grammar and hence that the EPP should be eliminated. Bošković (2002:176), in fact, points out
that the EPP seems to be the only formal requirement on the target that is apparently not allowed
to drive movement, and thus that the EPP simply does not make sense. See also Martin 1999
for important discussion. Bošković (2002) points out that (5) is disallowed under the Activation
Condition of Chomsky 2001; the defective EPP probe to Matches with the local DP Peter, but
Agree cannot operate since the goal Peter has already had its Case feature checked and hence is
inactive.
7 On inherent genitive Case, see Bošković 1997. See also fn. 18 below.
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(6) *[The belief [there/it to seem that Peter is ill]] upset Mary.
With respect to the EPP-based analysis of (5), Lasnik (2002:5) states:
Descriptively, it is certainly true that nouns never take such complements [i.e.,
infinitival complements of the non-control type]. But in the absence of a better
account of the fact, it seems most principled to rely on the combination of the
Case filter and the EPP.
What Lasnik (2002) does not discuss is that there is an independently motivated
account of (5) that does not appeal to the EPP. Martin (1999) suggests that (5) is
excluded because it ultimately violates Myers Generalization (Myers 1984).
Martin’s basic analysis runs as follows: (i) a nominal like belief is derived (in
the syntax/morphology) from its verbal root and that root takes a full CP
complement, which in this case has a null complementizer; (ii) following
Pesetsky (1991), Martin assumes that this null complementizer is an affix; (iii)
the affix incorporates into the verb believe; and (iv) the believe+C element is
then input to the nominalizing affix. However, by Myers Generalization, a
zero-derived element (like believe+C) cannot host a derivational affix (see also
Allen 1978). Hence (5) and (6)8 are correctly disallowed by the independently
motivated Myers Generalization, and there is no need to appeal to the EPP.
Martin’s (1999) Myers-style analysis of (5) derives a proper subset of the
cases that support the descriptive generalization that nouns never take infinitival
complements of the non-control type. For Martin, in any case equivalent to (7)
the null complementizer (assumed to be an affix) must incorporate into the verb
(otherwise the stranded affix constraint will be violated):
(7) verb [CP Ø [TP tonon control…]]
But then the verb+C is a zero-derived word that cannot be nominalized
because the nominalizing affix is derivational and derivational affixes cannot
take a zero-derived word as host, by Myers.9
3.1.2 An unnoted problem: Non-deverbal nouns?
Interestingly, Martin (1999) does not consider another possibility. Suppose
that the N head taking a CP complement is not a deverbal nominal but in fact
an underived nominal:
(8) noun [CP Ø [TP tonon control…]]
8 Note that (6) is also out for Case reasons.
9 Ormazabal (1995:128, fn. 45) notes that Lasnik (p.c.) observes that the success of the analysis
rests on rule ordering: first the null C incorporates, then subsequent derivational affixation of the
nominalizing affix is blocked by Myers Generalization. However, the opposite ordering is not
blocked. See Ormazabal 1995 for analyses blocking a derivation in which nominalization precedes
zero-affixation.
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In this case, there would be no violation of Myers Generalization; rather, the
null C incorporates into the non-zero-derived noun, and the result is (ceteris
paribus) predicted to be well formed.10 In fact, however, it is not well formed.
To illustrate this, note to begin with that Martin (1999) argues that (9) (a verbal
case not equivalent to (8)) is excluded because the verb conjecture is derived
from the noun conjecture.
(9) *Bill conjectured [ ___ to seem that Fred left].
Thus, in (9) the null C incorporates into the noun conjecture to yield the zero-
derived word conjecture+C; but this zero-derived element is then, by Myers,
not accessible to the verbalizing derivational affix.11 Thus, for Martin, it is
required that the verb in (9) be derived from the noun, ultimately leading to a
violation of Myers Generalization in this case.12 Crucially then, Martin clearly
assumes that the noun conjecture is not derived from the verb. But, unnoted in
Martin 1999 is that (10) is ungrammatical.
(10) *The conjecture [ __ to seem that Fred left] is ludicrous.
Under Martin’s analysis it is unclear why (10) is ungrammatical.
Specifically, (10) does not seem to violate Myers Generalization. This is
because it is the verb conjecture (as in (9)) that is zero derived from the noun,
hence we assume the noun conjecture is not zero derived. Thus, in (10) the
null C incorporates into the underived noun conjecture, and there is no
violation of Myers Generalization.13
10 Ormazabal (1995:136, citing Bošković, p.c., and Chomsky 1970) notes that underived
nominals are also incompatible with the null complementizer, yet being underived they escape
Myers. As in:
(i) *Their hypothesis [Ø neural nets are not connected]. (Ormazabal 1995, chap. 2: (108b))
But see footnote 14.
11 More explicitly, Martin (1999) generates the derived verbs he analyzes via incorporation of
the nominal form into a light v. Extended to the case at hand, the verb conjecture is derived from
v+conjecture (interpreted roughly as make a conjecture) (see also Hale & Keyser 1993).
12 An alternative approach to examples like (9) is to assume that conjecture is not a member of
the BELIEVE-class. That is to say, conjecture does assign accusative Case. Evidence for this is
provided by Epstein and Seely, forthcoming, in the form of examples like:
(i) John conjectured Mary’s illness to have upset Fred.
(9) would then be excluded because there is no DP present to receive accusative Case from
conjecture. Martin (1999) makes the more general suggestion that there are no BELIEVE-class
verbs.
13 B&L note an empirical problem for the Pesetsky (1991) null-complementizer analysis (using
Myers Generalization) of examples like (5) (*the belief [__to seem that Peter is ill] upset Mary);
specifically, B&L argue that the analysis does not extent to nonderived nominals like *the fact C
Mary left. Given that the noun fact is not derived, there is no possibility of violating Myers
Generalization. B&L state that, to account for *the fact C Mary left, they would have to appeal to
the complicating assumption that all nouns are derived when taking a clausal complement
(p. 534–535). What (10) shows, however, is that it is more than a complicating assumption. In
fact it may be impossible to derive all cases under that assumption, (10) being the case in point,
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So, even with Martin’s analysis of (5) and (6), it would seem that (10) is an
important remaining argument (a loophole) motivating appeal to the EPP.
With the EPP, (10) is out, given that the specifier of the lower TP (i.e., the
specifier of to) is empty.
In the following section, we argue that an approach to null complementizers
as affixes excludes (10) and does so without appeal to the EPP in T.
3.2 An Unnoted Consequence of an Approach to Null Complementizers
as Affixes
Bošković and Lasnik (2003) propose a theory of null complementizers that
makes the assumptions in (2). Under those assumptions, B&L account for the
ill-formedness of (3), in which by hypothesis an affixal null complementizer is
stranded, having no adjacent +V host.
Consider again (10). One unnoted consequence of the B&L analysis is as
follows. First, following Ormazabal (1995), suppose the infinitival comple-
ment to the noun conjecture in (10) is a CP projection. Consequently, there is a
null complementizer present. By hypothesis, it is [+affixal]. Now the example
is excluded not because we need to have a subject, but because we have a
[+affix] null complementizer requiring an adjacent +V host. This provides an
independently motivated account that excludes the critical example (10)
without appeal to the EPP in T.14
(10) *The conjecture [CP C [ __ to seem that Fred left]] is ludicrous.
Assuming that the null C in this case is an affix that requires a +V host, then
(10) is out because the noun conjecture cannot host the complementizer.15
because here we have a noun from which the verb is derived, hence the noun itself is by
hypothesis underived, immunizing this data from a Myers-style account. Cati Fortin (p.c.),
however, points out another logical possibility. It could be the case that the verb is derived from
the noun, yet the noun is nonetheless itself derived from some more abstract form. Here, we do
not pursue this alternative.
14 B&L analyze only finite complements of Ns. Regarding infinitival complements to Ns, they
defer to Bošković 1997, noting only that null complementizer licensing in infinitivals does not
arise because of interfering factors. However, neither Bošković 1997 nor Ormazabal (1995, p.c.)
explicitly address cases like (10)—in which we have an infinitival raising complement—and their
relevance to the EPP.
15 Ormazabal (1995) argues that non-control infinitive complements to derived nouns can not be
uniformly excluded by Case theory (nor by ECP, or chain requirements). Rather, they are uni-
formly excluded because the infinitive complement is a CP headed by a null C which is invariably
stranded as an affix, as in the following
(i) *John’s belief (of) [CP NULL-C [Mary to be intelligent]]
(ii) *John’s belief [CP NULL-C [Mary is intelligent]] (Ormazabal 1995:55)
This is of direct relevance to us since under our proposed elimination of the EPP, the examples
discussed in text, can’t be excluded by Case theory, nor can we appeal to the EPP to exclude them.
However, under Ormazabal’s unified and empirically motivated null-C analysis, the examples we
present here can be excluded as stranded affix violations without appeal to EPP. Crucially,
Ormazabal was not concerned with the elimination of the EPP in proposing his analysis.
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Indeed, in relevant respects, (10) is similar (except for the [)tense] of the
lower CP) to B&L’s example (13) (p. 534):
(11) *I heard about the fact C Mary did it. (B&L 2003, (13))
In (11) the affixal null complementizer requires a +V host and so cannot take
the adjacent noun fact as its host, and thus the null affix complementizer is
stranded.16
In fact, it seems that this kind of analysis can derive the descriptive
generalization (see (6)) that there is no noun that can take a raising (non-
control) infinitival as its complement. In earlier work, as previously discussed,
Lasnik (2002) claimed that this descriptive generalization follows from the
EPP; that is, in (10) to requires a Spec,TP, so (10) is out as an EPP violation
(and if we fill the Spec,TP with an overt expletive, there will be a Case Filter
violation). But, given that the null affix C account is independently motivated
(as B&L argue), then we have yet another redundancy between the EPP and
independently motivated principles. One obvious path to follow, then, is to
eliminate the EPP’s utility in this loophole case as well. As we have shown,
we can account for (10) without the EPP. Note further that B&L need the null
affixal C analysis to account for the ill-formedness of (12).
(12) *The conjecture [C [it seems that Fred left]] is ludicrous.
(cf. The conjecture that it seems that Fred left is ludicrous.)
Presumably, what blocks (12) is the fact that the null affixal C cannot affix to
the N conjecture; but our point is that the very same analysis cannot be prevented
from automatically extending to (10) (in which there is also a CP, according to
Ormazabal’s proposal), rendering the EPP unnecessary to exclude this case.17,18
16 A reviewer notes the very interesting grammatical example:
(i) John seemed at the time [t to be demented].
If there is a null C here, it apparently can successfully affix to the adjacent noun time, unlike in
(13) and the following, which are ungrammatical:
(ii) *It seemed at that time [CP C [IP David had left]].
See B&L for further discussion of the finite case (ii) and Epstein, Pires, and Seely 2004 for other
potential problems concerning B&L’s treatment of extraposition.
17 We should note that for some speakers (10) is worse than (12). Thus, it could still be argued
that the EPP is necessary on the grounds that both (10) and (12) violate the stranded affix
constraint, but (10) is worse because it also violates the EPP. We thank Željko Bošković (p.c.) for
helping us to clarify this point. At the very least then, why are pure EPP violations so hard, if not
impossible, to identify?
18 Note further that Bošković (1997) accounts for cases like *John’s belief/proof to have John
left by appealing to Chomsky’s (1986) genitive Case analysis: John cannot be assigned genitive
Case (which is inherent) because there is no h-relation between John and the higher N. So, again,
there would be yet another redundancy with the EPP. (However, see Ormazabal 1995:sect. 2.4.2
for possible limitations of Chomsky’s [1986] analysis, in particular its failure to extend to
Romance infinitives. The Romance infinitives ill-formedness indicate the problem is not the
impossibility of Case assignment to the infinitival subject, but rather the infinitival complement
itself [Ormazabal 1995:119].)
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3.3 Further Issues for the Null C Analysis in Non-Control Infinitival
Complements of Ns
3.3.1 A note on nonfinite relative clauses
A first-blush problem for our extension of the B&L analysis to account for
(10) involves (13).
(13) The man C to visit is Bill.
Example (13) suggests that if there is a null C in infinitival relative clauses,
that null C can take an N as its host (B&L claim that relative null C, as in the
man C Mary saw is in fact a null C that can take N as host). But if the null
relative C can take N as its host, then the null C can be hosted by man in (14),
the relative clause analogue of the nominal complement cases (compare (10))
hitherto argued to require the EPP.
(14) *[The man [C [ ___ to seem that Mary is smart]]] is Bill.
Why, then, is (14) out? The EPP would do the trick. In fact, (14) would
apparently be one of the last cases where the EPP would be needed. However,
note that (14) is out because to seem that Mary is smart cannot be predicated
of man: the relative clause has no h-role to give (independently of (14) we
need a h-relation between the relative clause and the relative head: *The man
for it to seem that Mary is smart is Bill). So, (14) is out as a theta problem,
without appeal to the EPP after all. Here, we see a redundancy between Theta/
Predication theory and the EPP.
However, as David Pesetsky (p. c.) points out to us, this account does not
completely generalize. Consider the following (due to Pesetsky):
(15) a. The man for it to seem that we visit __ most often is Bill.
b. *The man __ to seem that we visit __ most often is Bill.
For Pesetsky, (15b) is worse than (15a). If there is no EPP, and if relative
null C can be hosted by N, it is unclear why (15b) should be out—there is no
theta problem of the sort in (14). The relative clause can be predicated of the
head N through the empty relative operator originating as the object of visited
(cf. The man who it seems that we visited most often is Bill). We note further
that a similar contrast emerges with tough-constructions. Consider:
(16) a. Bill is quite difficult for it to seem that we visited.
b. *Bill is quite difficult to seem that we visited.
c. Bill is quite difficult to visit.
It does not appear that we can appeal to the null C to rule out (16b), given
(16c). If we exclude (16b) by claiming that there is a null C that cannot take an
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adjective as host, then we would apparently incorrectly rule out (16c). So, it is
unclear whether the null C approach can also extend to all cases of nonfinite
relative clauses.19
3.3.2 A note on control complements
Another issue regards control complements to nouns:
(17) a. the pressure C to win
b. the desire C to win
Why are the phrases in (17) good? If there is a null C here—as in (10) and
(14)–(16)—and if that null C cannot take N as its host, then the phrases in (17)
should be out. Note, however, there is extensive argument (see Ormazabal
1995, Bošković 1997, Pesetsky 1991) that control infinitives are bare IPs, not
CPs, and thus there is in fact no C at all, hence no null C, in (17). This too
comports with a theory seeking to eliminate appeal to government (see also
Epstein 1998, 1999) and instead appealing only to lexical featural properties
and local combinatorial requirements on them. Thus, there is a principled
distinction between (10) and (14)–(16) on the one hand, and (17) on the other
hand; in the former there is a null C, but in the latter (by independent
arguments) there is by hypothesis no CP projection, hence no null C present at
all.
In this section, we have argued that the coupling of independently
motivated proposals—namely, an approach to null complementizers as
affixes as proposed by Pesetsky (1991) and modified by B&L; and
Ormazabal’s (1995) analysis of non-control infinitival complements of
nouns as CPs—allows us to derive, without any appeal to the EPP, the
generalization that nominals never take non-control infinitival comple-
ments.20
19 It should be noted that the relative acceptability of (15) and (16a,b) is unclear for some
speakers, including two of the authors. A reviewer writes, Examples (14)–(15) do not seem to be
problematic. (13) indicates that we are dealing here with a null Case environment (i.e., relative
clause complements are PRO infinitives). Depending on whether or not Spec,IP of the infinitive is
filled by PRO, (15b) is then ruled out either via the Inverse Case Filter (because the null Case of
the infinitival I cannot be checked) or by the well-known ban on expletive PRO. (16) can also be
handled along these lines. One question to address regarding this analysis is how to ensure the
presence of null Case-checking to in the head of the relative clause TP. Specifically, how can
selection be operative in relative clauses, if relative clauses are adjuncts? We tentatively suggest
here that null C cannot select a defective (raising) T.
Furthermore, there are empirical problems for the null Case approach to Control, regarding for
instance the relation between null Case and the Tense specification of infinitivals (see Pires
2001a,b).
20 Interestingly, B&L themselves adopt the EPP as one component of their full analysis of null
complementizers. In Epstein, Pires, and Seely 2004, we argue that their appeal to the EPP in C, in
fact, causes significant difficulties internal to B&L’s own analysis.
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As a final note, a reviewer rightly notes that there is a partial overlap
between a Myers-style analysis and the one proposed here. Example (5) is out
by both analyses (Myers, because belief is a derived noun, and ours, because
the noun belief cannot host a null C in the complement clause).21 However,
(10) is out only because the null C in the complement clause cannot be hosted
by a noun (it is not out by Myers Generalization, because the noun is
underived). Conversely, (9) is out only because the verb is derived, yielding a
violation of Myers Generalization.
4. Conclusion
In this paper we examined the analysis of null complementizers presented
by Bošković and Lasnik (2003), modifying proposals by Pesetsky (1991)
and Stowell (1981), as it relates to the current debate regarding the status
of the EPP in T. We argued that an approach to null complementizers as
affixes, combined with an analysis of certain non-control infinitivals as CPs
(Ormazabal 1995), provides a solution to an important type of unnoted data
that might be (mis?)taken to motivate the retention of the EPP in
T—namely, certain cases of non-control complements of underived
nominals that escape a violation of Myers Generalization, under Martin
1999.
In the course of our investigation, various previously unnoted data were
introduced and their relevance to the question of the EPP in T was outlined. If
we are on the right track, the domain of application wherein the EPP applies
nonredundantly is even further reduced and the EPP may be eliminable (as
argued in, for example, McCloskey 1997; Epstein & Seely 1999, forthcoming;
Fukui and Speas 1986; Boeckx 2000; Castillo et al. 1999; Martin 1999;
Bošković 2002; and references therein), a welcome result regarding a
pervasive mystery.
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